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fill me up with holes.
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with no place.

But I am
swim ming
in an o

*Recorded a half step lower.
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leave to go. Without you, within me,

all alone. Baby, my baby,

F

can't find no rest. Where I'm

written on your face. You still

Ds

going wonder if we made a big mis

Bb(add2)

guess. take. I tried to
go on like I never knew you. I'm awake

but my world is half asleep.

I pray for this heart to be unbroken. But without you all I'm going to be
Is incomplete.

I don't mean to drag it on, but
I can't seem to let you go. I don't wanna make you face this world a lone.

I wanna let you go.

D.S. al Coda

I tried to